The impact of COVID-19 has changed the world, including how we worship. Now, with people eager to return to their lives and faith, you’ll need to provide your congregation with viable ways to socially distance. Perhaps you’re considering the use of overflow rooms or creating farther viewing distances — or even online streaming for those at higher risk. Either way, the use of technology to serve and share the faith is going to be pivotal to your congregation. Check out the different ways Sony Faith Solutions can help embrace prayer, wherever your members are.
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Solutions for In-Person Worship

When it comes time to deliver your message in-person, will your congregation be prepared to comply with social distancing regulations? Large projection options, backed by Sony’s renowned image quality and brand-new worry-free Advanced Exchange Program, make it easy to gather while socially distancing.

3LCD Projectors
Sony offers a full line of projectors ranging in brightness, resolution, and budget — designed to fit the needs of your congregation. Our newest 3LCD Z-Phosphor™ BrightEra® Laser models are now equipped with our exclusive Intelligent Settings feature, making them even smarter, efficient, and easy to set-up. With prices starting at only $1,599.00 MSRP, Sony laser projectors are the smart option.

Social Distancing Solutions

As much as we want to be together, we need to reimagine how to worship safely — especially those at higher risk of infection.

BRAVIA 4K Professional Displays
Whether adding distance between seating or pews, or enabling the use of overflow rooms, Sony Pro BRAVIA 4K Displays can clearly convey and embrace the service, allowing people to share their faith in a safe setting. Featuring Sony’s Advanced BL Technology, these displays provide superior picture quality with high contrast and peak brightness.

Online Faith Solutions for Distance Worship

New ways of life have led to the need to expand the use of technology to communicate, serve, and share with your followers. That’s why Sony’s solutions have evolved to allow for remote access, so that worship can be accessible to all members of your congregation, whether they’re in-person or online.

Streaming Cameras & Controllers
Sony offers unique solutions for one-person operation without the need for specialized training or additional staff. Varying in zoom, resolution, and price, Sony PTZ cameras are affordable, easy-to-install, and feature intuitive controls for simple operation. And with advanced features like PoE+ and NDI®|HX capabilities, you’ll receive superb streaming quality to capture your message.

Beamforming Microphone
Successful remote faith applications require attendees being able to hear clearly and smoothly. Sony’s new beamforming ceiling microphone with Advanced Speech Reinforcement and Clear Recording Technology allows for hands-free audio capture, making it the ideal choice for adopting distance worship. Compatible with third-party Dante mixers and converters and built with PoE+ capability, the easy-to-install MAS-A100 Beamforming Microphone* provides the high-quality audio necessary to communicate clearly with online followers.

*Battery maintenance is not required.

Edge AI-Based Video Analytics
Tracking the movement of a presenter through video is one of the biggest challenges of remote worship. With Sony’s REA-C1000 AI-Based Video Analytics System, your congregation will have the ability to automatically track the presenter in real-time, without significant added expense, time, or manpower. The compact REA-C1000 uses AI technology to analyze input received from Sony PTZ cameras and automatically extracts the object in focus to combine it with other images in real-time using unique motion/face detection technology and color/shape recognition. The result — the most powerful brain of any connected camera and AV setup.